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each morning her face replaces the darkness…
This work, for solo piano and computer, evokes aspects of temporal reflection, which I found to be
particularly resonant with the personification and imagery in Sylvia Plath’s Mirror. All audio in the
composition is processed live in the Max programming environment.

Extractions and Theme is a five movement work with each movement progressively growing more active.
The first four movements are a discovery to a small encapsulation, then the fifth movement is the collective
forces of each previous component.

With Disorders I really wanted to find exactly how I could push an instrument to imitate and portray real
human disorders. This piece utilizes many extended techniques, the full range of the marimba, and the
ability of the performer to switch moods to really bring these four disorders out.

Pidgin Piano
According to some sources, “piano” is rendered in Pidgin English as “A Big Box With Many Teeth, When
You Hit It, It Cries.” In this piece, the phrase is split into three elements corresponding to the three
movements, each representing one aspect of the piano’s versatility. “A Big Box With Many Teeth” includes
many rapid chromatic passages interspersed with forceful dissonant chords. “When You Hit It” incorporates
string plucking and fortissimo tone clusters. “It Cries” features small “sighing” gestures and slow, pointillistic
passages that produce ringing, melancholy sonorities.

Construction for Violin and Piano
The focus of this composition is to showcase the violin and piano in symbiotic relationship so that neither is
complete without the other. At the same time, it is designed to be something that is melodically rich and
beautiful while being energetic and challenging. As a serialist, I love the process of set theory and tone
rows. I began this piece by improvising at the keyboard and created several sketches for the first movement,
titled Abstraction. I then analyzed the sets that I had created to construct the second movement, Realization.


